This paper proposes a verification-aware design methodology that provides developers with a systematic and reliable approach to performing thread-pipelining parallelization on sequential programs. In contrast to traditional design flow, a behavior-model program is constructed before parallelizing as a bridge to help developers gradually leverage the technique of thread-pipelining parallelization. The proposed methodology integrates verification mechanisms into the design flow. To demonstrate the practicality of the proposed methodology, we applied it to the parallelization of a 3D depth map generator with thread pipelining. The parallel 3D depth map generator was further integrated into a 3D video playing system for evaluation of the verification overheads of the proposed methodology and the system performance. The results show the parallel system can achieve 33.72 fps in D1 resolution and 12.22 fps in HD720 resolution through a five-stage pipeline. When verifying the parallel program, the proposed verification approach keeps the performance degradation within 23% and 21.1% in D1 and HD720 resolutions, respectively.
Introduction
Multicore systems provide powerful computing capabilities that can improve the performance of applications, and such systems have been widely adopted in desktop workstations and consumer electronic devices. However, an application must be parallelized to obtain the performance benefits of multicore systems. Many design patterns for parallel programming have been proposed to exploit the advantages of parallelism [1] . According to the characteristics of the applications, the programmer selects suitable patterns with which to develop and parallelize the applications. Thread pipelining [2] , which is one such pattern, processes data through a sequence of stages to extract the potential concurrency ( Fig. 1 ). Assume that D 1 -D 7 represents the sequence of data to be processed, and each datum must be processed in the correct order through three stages of the pipeline. Dark gray areas in the figure represent the time taken for waiting, synchronization, and data transfer among the stages. First, Manuscript 2 . For the execution model, the stages in a pipeline can be executed in parallel during most of the processing period. Theoretically, the speed at which an application is run can be increased by close to N times for an N-stage pipeline with sufficient input data. In addition to input data, two factors have a strong effect on the performance of an application constructed by thread pipelining. The first is synchronization among pipeline stages, which ensures the sequence of data is processed in the expected order. The second is the processing time of the pipeline stages, because given that the data are processed based on the order of pipeline stages, each pipeline stage must wait if the previous or next stage has not finished the process. Therefore, the pipeline stage with the longest execution time has a disproportionate influence on the performance of the entire pipeline. To overcome this problem, the pipeline should be appropriately partitioned into several stages with similar execution times, to ensure optimal performance. The design pattern of thread pipelining implicitly contains task-and data-parallel concepts. Each stage in a pipeline can be individually optimized and parallelized, and seamlessly integrated into the pipeline to enhance the pipeline performance. Many domain-specific applications can be well parallelized using this pattern to realize improvements in speed. Applications related to digital signal processing (DSP) perform a variety of signal processing operations (e.g., filtering and DSP algorithms) on input sensor data. Multimedia-related applications usually apply a sequence of transformations and operations to input streaming data. Each of these applications can be viewed as one or several pipelines, and the transformations and operations that occur during processing can be formulated as pipeline Generally, parallel programming is complicated and error-prone [3] . Therefore, despite the numerous benefits that thread pipelining can offer, it remains problematic to reliably verify the correctness of an application parallelized by this approach. Many previous studies have considered verification issues related to parallel programming. Previous verification approaches can be roughly classified into two types: mathematical and formal verifications. We briefly describe these approaches as follows:
(1) Mathematical approach: A parallel program can be described and modeled by a sequence of formal statements. According to the theorem proving and induction principles, we can mathematically verify whether a parallel program is correct [4] , [5] . (2) Formal verification: The target design is modeled through a modeling language such as UML (Unified Modeling Language) [6] - [9] . Then, the designer can verify the target design by using verification tools.
In recent years, behavior-modeling techniques have been widely used in several research areas, including the verification of embedded systems [10] , [11] , and hardwaresoftware co-design [12] - [15] . According to the concept of behavior-modeling techniques, a behavior model is introduced as a bridge between an original program and the parallel program, for the purpose of verification. It also serves as a firewall that appropriately prevents the bugs caused in the design stage from spreading to the implementation stage during the parallelization. In this paper, we propose a verification-aware methodology to help developers to correctly parallelize applications by using thread pipelining. Replacing traditional verification approaches that directly verify parallel programs, the proposed methodology divides the development of a parallel program into the behavior and parallel phases. In the behavior phase, the original program is appropriately transformed into the corresponding behavior-model program, which sequentially executes and mimics the actions of the final parallelized program. In the parallel phase, the parallel program is intuitively derived from the behavior-model program. The proposed methodology has the advantage of integrating verification mechanisms into the design flow. During verification, the behavior-model program is concurrently executed with the original program or its parallel program to automatically verify the results. To demonstrate the practicality of the proposed methodology, we applied it to the parallelization of a 3D depth map generator with thread pipelining. The parallel 3D depth map generator was further integrated into a 3D video playing system for evaluation of the verification overheads of the proposed methodology and the system performance. The results show the parallel system achieved 33.72 fps in D1 resolution and 12.22 fps in HD720 resolution through a five-stage pipeline. When verifying the parallel program, the proposed verification approach keeps the performance degradation within 21% and 22% in D1 and HD720 resolutions, respectively.
Contribution
This paper makes the following contributions: (1) Verification methodology: A verification-aware design methodology is presented that helps programmers to identify program bugs and to develop correct parallel programs. Compared to the existing formal verification and mathematical researches, it has the following advantages: (a) Low learning threshold for beginners. The proposed methodology does not rely on any metalanguages (formal specification languages) or software tools for the verification. It has a lower learning threshold, so developers can easily perform the program parallelization and verification. (b) No statespace explosion. For the formal verification and mathematical approach, programs to be verified are modeled by metalanguages or are formally specified by mathematical formulas. Then state machines are used to simulate for the verification. The state-space explosion might occur due to the enormous increment of the number of states in parallel programs. The proposed methodology uses behavior-model programs to replace the detailed state simulation. (c) Low risk of starting again from scratch. The existing verification researches only focus on the verification which is one of the last stages during software development. If developers find bugs which are resulted from design errors, they will be forced to go back to the design stage to re-design the parallel programs. This situation will significantly hurt software development productivity. The proposed methodology integrates the design and verification flows of program parallelization into a standard operation procedure (SOP). By using the proposed methodology, developers are forced to face the verification at the design stage, and the software productivity and reliability of developing parallel programs can be improved according to software engineering literatures.
The proposed methodology also suffers two overheads. First, the behavior-model program used in the proposed methodology is required to be verified. Then the verified behavior-model program is used to help the verification of the parallel program. Although developers need to do the verification of the behavior-model program, they can thoroughly understand the behavior of the parallel program during the verification. This experience can help developers to efficiently construct the parallel program. Second,the proposed methodology does not aim to prove total correctness of parallel programs. Its goal is to quickly find out most of the bugs while parallelizing sequential programs and to build up workable parallel programs. For critical systems, developers need to perform deductive verification in order to guarantee the total correctness of software components. (2) Case study: The feasibility and practicality of the proposed methodology is demonstrated by applying the approach to developing a parallel 3D depth map generator, which is further integrated into a 3D video playing system for evaluation of the verification overheads of the proposed methodology and the system performance. The experimen-tal results are presented, showing an improvement in the performance of the 3D video playing system and in the verification overheads of the proposed methodology.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed verification-aware design methodology, and Sect. 3 describes how to apply the proposed verification mechanism to a parallel 3D depth map generator, and reports the results of simulations and performance measurements. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 4.
Verification-Aware Methodology
Generally, for the parallelization of applications, developers intuitively rewrite the sequential program into the corresponding parallel version using techniques in which they are skilled. However, this approach carries a high risk of errors. In addition, developers may encounter problems during debugging, even though they can quickly parallelize the program using their advanced coding skills. In contrast to the traditional design procedures, we propose a verificationaware methodology to help developers to correctly parallelize applications by using thread pipelining. Figure 2 shows the whole design flow that is used to parallelize an application with the proposed verification-aware methodology. Of note, the verification mechanisms are integrated into the design flow. We leverage a behavior-model program as a bridge for gradually and correctly parallelizing the original program. The proposed methodology divides the development of the parallel program into the behavior and parallel phases. In the behavior phase, the original program is appropriately transformed into the corresponding behaviormodel program, which sequentially executes and mimics the actions of the final parallelized program. To prevent the construction of an incorrect behavior model, behaviorlevel verification is performed to ensure consistency in functionalities between the original program and the behaviormodel program. After building the certified behavior-model program, we enter the parallel phase, in which developers start to construct the parallel program based on the certified behavior-model program, and parallel-level verification is performed to fix bugs in the parallel program.
Below, we describe how to model the behaviors of pipelining execution, and we provide detailed descriptions of behavior-and parallel-level verification.
Behavior Model
The behavior model plays an important role during the process of parallelization because it is a bridge that helps to reduce the coding complexity when directly writing parallel programs from sequential programs. The construction of a behavior-model program involves three steps. The first step is data packetization. For thread pipelining parallelization, data transfer among pipeline stages is usually a major source of synchronization problems. During this step, all the related data required by pipeline stages are appropriately grouped into a packet that is delivered among the pipeline stages to simplify the construction of a pipeline and to avoid redundant interference. Figure 3 shows a pseudo code that demonstrates the technique of data packetization. Assume func1()-funcn() perform the orderly processing of a stream of data. The original program uses shared data to communicate among func1()-funcn(), as shown on the left side of Fig. 3 ; the program that uses data packets is shown on the right side of the figure. A structure data type, PACKET, can be appropriately defined to form a data packet that contains the necessary data for func1()-funcn(). func1()-funcn() are also suitably modified to operate on the data packets.
The second step in the construction of a behaviormodel program is task partitioning, which decides the number of stages in the pipeline. According to the pattern of thread-pipelining, the entire computation must be divided into several tasks so that all the tasks can concurrently operate on different data. These tasks conceptually represent the stages in the pipeline. The workload of each task should be balanced in order to maximize the performance of the whole pipeline. Figure 4 shows a pseudo code that partitions the original works, func1()-funcn(), into m stages: behavior stage1()-behavior stagem().
The third step is behavior pipelining, which involves the construction of a behavior-model program to sequentially and faithfully simulate the execution of the pipeline built by the final parallelized program. Here, we focus on the behavior of the pipeline. To mimic the pipeline execution, we add several statements to control the execution of the stages. Each function no longer performs its computation over the same data packet, and the loop iteration has to be changed to N stage + (N total − 1), where N stage is the number of stages in the pipeline and N total is the number of input data. Figure 5 shows the pseudo code at the step of behavior pipelining for the case shown in Fig. 4. 
Verification
Here, we describe the verification mechanisms that are integrated into the proposed verification-aware methodology. As shown in the rhombuses in Fig. 2 , the verification process is required to perform during the behavior and parallel phases. The behavior-level verification assesses the consistency of functionalities between the behavior-model and the original programs, and the parallel-level verification assesses the consistency of functionalities between the behavior-model and parallel programs. To improve the practicability, the behavior-and parallel-level verifications are run synchronously, which means that the behavior-model program is concurrently executed with the original program or parallel program to automatically verify the results. This strategy results in a much higher likelihood of identifying bugs in the application. Figure 6 shows the workflow of behavior-level verification. The behavior-model program is set as the target to be verified, and the original program is set as a comparison that provides reliable data for verification. During the behaviorlevel verification, the original program does not process the next data until it has finished processing the current data. Therefore, verification is not started until the first processed data have passed completely through the pipeline. A verifier routinely waits for request signals from the behavior-model and original programs, compares data, records the results of comparisons and status information, and issues resume signals back to the behavior-model and original programs. Figure 7 shows a timing diagram in which it is assumed that the original program, the behavior-model program, and the verifier are executed by individual threads. An overall execution on data n represents the execution of all pipeline-related computations regarding these data. For the case shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 , the pipeline-related computations are func1()-funcn(). At timestamp T 1 , the original program finishes the overall execution on the data D 1 ; meanwhile, the data D 1 are processed at stage2 for the behaviormodel program. The verifier must wait until the behaviormodel program completes the process on D 1 . At timestamp T 2 , the behavior-model program completes the process on D 1 and then the verifier is signaled to start verifying the current results. After finishing the verification, the original and behavior-model programs resume processing the next data.
Behavior-Level Verification

Parallel-Level Verification
For simplicity, we assume that the parallel program contains a pipeline with several pipeline workers. Each pipeline worker is dedicated to one pipeline stage, and each pipeline stage can be only assigned to one pipeline worker. Because the mapping between physical processor cores and pipeline workers is flexible, this assumption does not result in any loss of generality for the approach. Figure 8 shows the workflow of parallel-level verification. The parallel program is set as the target to be verified, and the certified behaviormodel program is set as a comparison that provides reliable data for verification. The verifier and behavior-model program are concurrently executed with all pipeline workers. When a pipeline worker finishes the work on one data packet, it pauses the execution and issues a request signal to the verifier. Similarly, the behavior-model program simulates the behavior of pipeline execution. Given that the data packets from all pipeline stages must be verified, the verifier may spend a lot of time checking the data. If the verifier focuses on the parts where data are written-out, the efficiency of the checking data is significantly improved. Figure 9 shows a timing diagram for parallel-level verification. At timestamp T 1 , the pipeline work1 finishes work on D 1 , and as does the behavior-model program. The verifier starts the verification and then issues the resume signal. Next, due to parallel execution, pipeline worker1 and pipeline worker2 finish work on D 2 and D 1 before the behavior-model program finishes the same work. Therefore, the verifier is required to wait and cannot start the verification until timestamp T 2 .
Software Design Change
Here we describe the issues relating to software design change. When the design of data packets or pipeline stages is changed, developers should go through the proposed design flow again in order to ensure the correctness of functionality of parallel programs. For these cases, developers should re-write the behavior-model program and then per- form behavior-level verification to get a certified behaviormodel program. Then developers have to re-construct the parallel program based on the revised behavior model. Finally parallel-level verification should be performed to check consistency of functionality between the behavior model and parallel programs. Although developers should go through the proposed design flow when the design of data packets or pipeline stages is changed, it does not mean everything has to be re-done. The efforts about thread management and synchronization can be completely reused. In addition, the development experience can be passed down to reduce software development time and related cost.
Case Study
In this section, we present a case study in which the proposed verification-aware methodology is used to help to efficiently and correctly parallelize a 3D depth map generator. The parallel 3D depth map generator is then integrated into a 3D video playing system to demonstrate its capability. Figure 10 shows the depth map generation algorithm [16] , which generates depth maps from single 2D images. The algorithm can operate on three types of input images: images of general scenes with a vanishing point (VP), images of scenery containing sky and mountains, and close-up images. First, the algorithm classifies input images into three categories. Images containing few vanishing lines are identified as close-up images; those containing a sufficient number of vanishing lines are classified as general images; and those containing a sufficient number of vanishing lines, as well as sky and mountains, are classified as scenery images. The following techniques are used to generate accurate depth maps: edge detection using Sobel filtering, line detection using a 5 × 5 Hough transform, vanishing region detection, segmentation, depth map merging, depth map postprocessing by simplified joint bilateral filtering (SJBF), and block-based contrast filtering for identifying foreground objects in close-up images. These processing steps are also optimized to reduce the computational complexity while re- taining high image quality. Figure 11 shows the structure of the 3D video playing system, which consists of a video dispatcher, a 3D depth map generator, and a pseudo display. The video dispatcher reads the decoded video and then splits it into several individual frames that are in order dispatched to the 3D depth map generator to produce the corresponding depth map information. Finally, the pseudo display collects all the information in order and completes the work.
3D Depth Map Generator
Parallelization
We now explain how to parallelize the 3D depth map generator by using the proposed verification-aware design methodology. Our target is to leverage thread-pipelining parallelization to develop a parallel 3D depth map generator. According to the proposed design flow, we first start work in the behavior phase to construct a behavior-model program corresponding to the parallel 3D depth map generator. In addition to arranging the processed data and temporal buffers into suitable data packets, the workload distribution of the 3D depth map generator is analyzed in order to select an appropriate number of pipeline stages in the parallel program. After considering the issue of workload balance and the dependence relationships among operations in the generator, the generator is partitioned into five stages, S 1 ∼ S 5 , as shown in Fig. 12 . Next, we implement the behavior-model program and perform behavior-level verification to ensure the behavior-model program can correctly mimic the behaviors of the parallel program. Figure 13 shows the timing diagram of the behavior-level verification for the 3D depth map generator. The behavior-model program, verifier, and original 3D depth map generator are concurrently executed through individual threads. After repeated modification and verification, we construct a certified behavior-model program. For a developer who is familiar with the proposed verification-aware design methodology and the original 3D depth map generator program, it would take about 1 day to develop the certified behavior-model program. During the behavior phase, most of the coding time is spent modeling the pipeline behavior.
Next, we enter the parallel phase to develop the parallel 3D depth map generator. Figure 14 shows the concept of synchronous verification during parallel-level verification. The behavior-model program, verifier, and parallel program are concurrently executed to test the results generated from each pipeline stage. Figure 15 shows the timing diagram of the parallel-level verification for the development of the parallel 3D depth map generator. It takes 8 days to complete the parallel depth map generator from the certified behavior-model program. For the parallel phase, we spent most of the coding time handling the communications among pipeline stages. The design of the synchronization mechanism among threads is also time-consuming. Table 1 lists the configuration of the experimental environment. The experiments were evaluated on a multicore platform with eight processors, each of which is an AMD Opteron quad-core processor running at 2.3 GHz. The 3D depth map generator was verified on 303 tested cases that contain images and videos with resolutions of HD720 (1280x720) and D1 (720x480). The tested cases are randomly selected and fed into the 3D depth map generator during the verification. Figure 16 (a) compares the performance of the various programs for the evaluated configuration, and Fig. 16 (b) shows speedup values with the original program as a baseline for comparison. The original 3D video playing system can achieve 4.97 fps in HD720 resolution and 13.60 fps in D1 resolution. The behavior-model program of the 3D video playing system sequentially simulates the pipeline execution, and several control statements are added in the program to maintain the behavior of the pipeline execution. Therefore, it can only achieve 4.32 fps in HD720 resolution and 11.97 fps in D1 resolution, and the speedup is 0.87 in HD720 resolution and 0.88 in D1 resolution. With the help of thread-pipelining parallelization, the processing speed of the parallel system can achieve 12.22 fps in HD720 resolution, and 33.72 fps in D1 resolution, corresponding to speedup of the parallel system compared with the original program of 2.46 and 2.48, respectively.
Evaluation and Discussion
In addition to evaluating the original, behavior-model, and parallel programs, we also test the performance of the 3D video playing system during the verification, in order to understand the impact of the synchronous verification overheads on performance. The behavior-level verification uses three threads to respectively execute the original, behaviormodel, and verifier programs. The parallel-level verification uses five threads to execute the parallel program which is parallelized by a five-stage thread pipelining. Besides, it also uses one thread to execute the behavior-model pro- Consider the relationship between the performance of behavior-level verification and the number of cores available to the verification, as shown in Fig. 17 . For the case that three cores available to execute the behavior-level verification, the performance degradation caused by verification is 14.6% in HD720 resolution and 13.3% in D1 resolution. The performance of behavior-level verification executed on two cores is slightly slower than that on three cores. The reason is the execution time of the verifier program is much smaller than the original or behavior-model programs. Consider the relationship between the performance of parallel-level verification and the number of cores available to the verification, as shown in Fig. 18 . For the case that seven cores available to execute the parallel-level verification, the performance degradation caused during the 
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Read/write wrong data buffers due to coding error.
Declare wrong data type during data packetization.
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Data access error due to access an invalid address.
Parallel phase Deliver data packets to wrong threads.
Synchronization error due to two threads concurrently access the same data buffer.
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Hard parallel-level verification is 21.1% and 23% for HD720 and D1 resolutions, respectively. The results indicate that the verification overhead brought by the proposed synchronous verification mechanism is affordable and reasonable. The evaluation also shows the performance of parallel-level verification is proportional to the number of cores available to the verification. Table 2 lists the code size of static linked executables for the original, behavior-model, and parallel programs. Several program bugs were identified during the verification. Table 3 provides a description of the serious errors that arose during system development. In the behavior phase, most of the errors resulted from the process of rewriting the original 3D depth map generator to the corresponding behavior-model program. Because most of the work on data packetization and task partitioning was performed in the behavior phase, most of the errors in the parallel phase arose from synchronization among threads (pipeline workers). The term "Difficulty" in Table 3 is used to represent the efforts of finding the errors. Compared to the behavior phase, most of the synchronization errors in the parallel phase are difficult to be found. The reason is that the occurrence of such errors may depend on some execution order of threads and the execution of the threads may proceed out of order.
Conclusion
We proposed a verification-aware design methodology that provides developers with a systematic and reliable approach to performing thread-pipelining parallelization on sequential programs, especially large or complicated programs. In contrast to the traditional design flow, a behavior-model program is constructed before parallelization as a bridge to help developers gradually leverage the technique of threadpipelining parallelization. The characteristics of pipelining mean that construction of the behavior-model program is straightforward and much less error-prone than other design patterns of parallel programs. To verify the behavior-model program, a synchronous verification approach is proposed, whereby the original program is concurrently executed with the behavior-model program to automatically verify the results. After creating a certified behavior-model program, a parallel program can be constructed based on the behaviormodel program. Employing an approach similar to synchronous verification, the behavior-model program is concurrently executed with the parallel program to test the correctness of parallel program. This strategy has a high likelihood of identifying bugs. To demonstrate the practicality of the proposed methodology, it was applied to parallelize a 3D depth map generator using thread pipelining. The parallel 3D depth map generator was further integrated into a 3D video playing system for evaluation of the verification overheads of the proposed methodology and the system performance. The results show the parallel system can achieve 33.72 fps at D1 resolution and 12.22 fps at HD720 resolution through a five-stage pipeline. When verifying the parallel program, the proposed approach of synchronous verification keeps the performance degradation within 23% and 21.1% for D1 and HD720 resolutions, respectively.
The proposed methodology can help developers to rectify bugs and to overcome the complexity of developing parallel programs by employing a verification-aware design flow. For leveraging the thread-pipelining execution model, this technique not only reduces the risks of problems arising when directly parallelizing a sequential program, it also provides a standard operation procedure (SOP) for designing a reliable parallel program on multicore systems. 
